Obstetric ultrasound – its risks and the cost of addressing them
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Until recently, obstetric claims (which are invariably high-value) used to be clustered around problems related to labour. However, a second group of high-value claims is emerging: those related to missed abnormalities. The value of claims is now so high that a single individual is unable to compensate a claimant adequately, and indemnity is therefore essential. Although such claims are relatively rare, indemnity costs are high as the claims are large. The high value of obstetric claims, including those for missed abnormalities, is reflected in the cost of indemnity for obstetricians and those performing antenatal ultrasound.


Children born following obstetric misadventure are usually severely compromised and require specialised care and sophisticated treatment that allows them to live longer and more fulfilling lives. Owing to costly care and longer life expectancy, raising such children is expensive; therefore, understandably, the cost of obstetric claims is high, and settlements can easily reach eight-figure sums. Accordingly, indemnity costs for obstetricians are far higher than most other specialties; with few exceptions, obstetricians’ indemnity costs are multiples of those of other specialties, and may threaten private obstetric care in South Africa by the end of the decade.

Until fairly recently, most high-value obstetric claims concerned intrapartum problems – mainly cerebral palsy related to mismanaged intrapartum care. However, a second group of high-value claims is now emerging: those related to missed abnormalities. The gist of the allegations in these claims is that structural abnormalities were missed during an antenatal ultrasound examination. Had the parents been aware of the severity of the abnormality that was missed, they claim that they would have elected to terminate the pregnancy. Alternatively, if the parents felt that they would have decided against terminating the pregnancy, they allege that intra-uterine diagnosis and alternative management of the pregnancy or delivery would have alleviated complications and some of the costs for caring for the child. The latter is a classic claim in medical negligence not dissimilar to any claim for the financial consequences of a delayed or missed diagnosis. The former is a claim by the parents for wrongful birth, holding the defendant responsible for the extra costs of raising the compromised child. South African law does not allow a child to sue for wrongful life.

With modern ultrasound equipment, it is possible for the trained observer to diagnose the majority of major structural abnormalities antenataly. The converse is also true; if abnormalities can be seen, they can also be missed. As most major abnormalities can and will be seen on ultrasound, it follows that when missed, successful defence of a case may be difficult as the claimant will argue that ‘on the balance of probabilities’, the abnormality should have been seen. Defending a case may also be made more difficult by reviewing images of an ultrasound, given to the patient as a keepsake, that clearly demonstrate the abnormality.

To date, all that was needed to perform ultrasound in pregnancy was appropriate equipment, an operator and a willing pregnant patient. Each time an obstetric ultrasound is performed, there is a risk that an abnormality may be missed. While the chance of missing an abnormality in a particular scan is low, the risk among a cohort of scans is not; abnormalities, including major structural abnormalities, are missed, even by experts. The issue is compounded by the magnitude of a claim for a missed abnormality. Unfortunately, such claims tend to be high, and can also easily run into millions of Rand. While an individual’s risk of having a claim made may be relatively low, the magnitude of a missed abnormality claim’s value is so high that a single individual could not afford to compensate a deserving claimant. What can individuals do to negate that risk? They can avoid the risk by no longer performing obstetric ultrasound or they can try to decrease the risk of missing a structural abnormality by increasing their knowledge and expertise. While the former action is a solution, the second merely decreases but does not remove the risk; even experts miss structural abnormalities. While improving operator knowledge and skill may be helpful, the only way of performing obstetric ultrasound and avoiding the financial risk of a missed abnormality is by transferring that risk to either an insurer or a not-for-profit indemnifier. Now one has to add appropriate indemnity to the requirements for performing obstetric ultrasound!

While large insurers or indemnifiers will have the capacity to meet high claims costs, they, like the individuals confronted by the risk, need to decide whether or not they will accept the risk. If they wish to avoid the risk of claims for missed structural abnormalities, they can either decline to accept the risk or make their product unaffordable – risk avoidance. If they decide to accept the risk, they may wish to decrease it, one approach being to insist that those performing these specialised scans have predetermined training, knowledge or expertise.
Most importantly, indemnifiers accepting the financial risks of claims for missed structural abnormalities need to ensure they have sufficient reserves to meet future administrative and claims costs. To do this, they perform actuarial risk assessments to determine the reserves needed to meet the financial risk of missed structural abnormalities, given the chance of an abnormality being missed and the magnitude of claims anticipated. Once the magnitude of the financial risk for missed structural abnormalities has been calculated, it has to be decided who should pay for the risk. There can only be one equitable answer: If you contribute to the financial risk, you must contribute to covering it. Only one question remains: How much should individuals contribute? Again, there is only one equitable answer: Each individual who contributes to the risk has to contribute to the covering of the risk. The person who performs the ultrasound is the individual who may be sued for missing an abnormality, and it is important that that individual is appropriately indemnified. If the individual is an employee, it is important that the employer either requires that their employees make their own arrangements for appropriate indemnity, or the employer pays for the indemnity arrangements for the employee.

Although the chances of missing a major structural abnormality on a single scan are low, claims are likely to be very high, and indemnifying the risk will be correspondingly expensive. Making those who take the financial risk of missing a structural abnormality pay to cover their own risk will have consequences. Given that the fee for an individual antenatal scan is low, some will be unable to absorb the cost by performing a few extra scans. Many may feel that they cannot afford the cost increase and, unable to bear the financial risk themselves, may have to give up obstetric ultrasound.

Rather than precluding the performing of ultrasound in pregnancy, is there an alternative? Are there scans that can be performed that are lower-risk and require less expertise, for which indemnity therefore costs less? There are; first trimester scans confirming pregnancy, its location and gestational age are of lower risk and can be performed by those with less expertise who are exposed to less financial risk. It is important to note the distinction between these restricted first trimester scans and the higher risk first trimester scans evaluating intracranial and/or nuchal translucency; clearly these scans also require specialist expertise. Those performing the simpler scans need to ensure that patients understand the limits of the restricted scan, and that the pregnancy is not being screened for genetic or structural abnormalities.

To reinforce the message, patients need to be informed of the prudence of having a fetal evaluation scan performed by someone else who has the specialist expertise. Those performing the simpler scans need to ensure that the individual who performs the ultrasound is the individual who may be sued for missing an abnormality, and it is important that that individual is appropriately indemnified. If the individual is an employee, it is important that the employer either requires that their employees make their own arrangements for appropriate indemnity, or the employer pays for the indemnity arrangements for the employee.

A claim following a missed structural or chromosomal abnormality is rare but expensive to settle, leading to increased indemnity costs. Those wishing to perform obstetric ultrasound need to ensure that they are appropriately and adequately indemnified, giving them and their patients peace of mind.